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Community Connector:

Everybody’s Rugby Team

The Mascoma River Greenway is Officially Open
Devin Wilkie

T

his hasn’t been a city project, and it hasn’t been a state project. It’s been a community project.
That’s Frank Gould at the July 21 grand opening of the Mascoma River Greenway.
The 2.1-mile trail connecting Lebanon to West Lebanon has been more than a decade
in the making, and, thanks to the enthusiastic work and support of hundreds of leaders and
volunteers in Lebanon, it is finally a reality. In fact, the Mascoma River Greenway had support
extending beyond the city
limits: “It’s an incredible
project for the Upper Valley
– not just Lebanon, but the
whole community – that
shares a singular identity,”
says Frank, speaking to an
audience of more than sixty
people gathered on the Alice
Peck Day Homestead lawn.
Mayor Suzanne Prentiss
echoes this sentiment,
calling the project “a source
of pride for the community”
and listing its wide-ranging
benefits to health, economic
development, community
cohesion, and conservation.
A letter from State Senator
Martha Hennessey lists
Steel Umbrella by artists Margaret Jacobs and Justin O’Rourke is one
of the sculpture installations along the Mascoma River Greenway.

Adam Barczewski skies to reach Vince O’Shea’s throw, both from Lebanon.

I

Cindy Heath

t takes a special kind of athlete to play rugby. One who enjoys
the challenge of a hybrid sport that involves continuous
running, kicking and carrying the ball, being tackled, and
passing only sideways and backwards. For the members of the
Upper Valley Rugby Football Club, however, the sport is more
than just a game with unusual rules, mud in your eye, and a
checkered history. The Mountain Men (men’s team) and the
Valkyries (women’s team) consider community service projects

Continued on page 6
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Free Speech at a Local Level
Ruth SYlvester
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Local Postal Customer

ommunity Access TV is “a conduit that fosters community connectedness,” says executive
director Donna Girot. From its
home in White River Junction’s
TipTop building, “Its mission is to let
all people find a voice. We provide
training and equipment to all, for free.
When there’s a problem in the
community, we help solve it by helping
people explain their ideas and points
of view.” Donna has been at CATV
for about a year. “The job seemed
compelling,” she says, “because there
are lots of challenges,” including that
it’s the only (she thinks) community
access station that contractually
supports towns in two states.
CATV routinely records and posts
the selectboard and school board
meetings of the five towns it serves:
Hartford, Hartland, Norwich, Lebanon,
and Hanover. This task is more
complicated than sticking a camera on Media Explorers class: Bona Bones, a professional stop-motion
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Editor’s Note:

The Lebanon Times is delivered
to your mailbox each quarter, no
subscription or payment necessary.
It’s our privilege to bring you all the
good news we can. Our mailing sponsor, Mascoma Bank, makes this
possible. We’re pleased to have their continued support behind our community publication.
Mascoma Bank Offers Free Checking For Seniors
espite what we are constantly
told by the technologically
savvy crowd, not everyone finds
electronic banking the perfect
replacement for manual check writing
and account reconciling. Especially for
the over 60 crowd, there is a certain
comfort in writing checks for bill
paying, and reconciling that checking
statement by hand once a month.
Recognizing this, Mascoma Bank offers
a free checking account for seniors,
with an emphasis on paper checks and
statements that arrive by mail.
Amanda Caringi, recently
promoted to assistant branch manager Amanda Caringi
of Mascoma’s Route 120 office, says
this new old-style checking service began in 2018, and is well received by the
bank’s older customers. “The response to it has been wonderful,” says Caringi.
The program, named My Checking Account, is for those over age 60, has no
online component, and does not offer a debit card with the account. It also has
no service charges, no check writing charges, and no minimum account balance.
The only charge account holders incur is for buying the books of checks
themselves, says Caringi.
Much like this new checking account for seniors, Amanda Caringi is also a
fairly new addition to Mascoma, starting there about a year ago. She is also new
to the banking industry, though Caringi says she has always been “a numbers
person.” It seems she made the right choice, moving into an assistant branch
manager position a year after beginning with the bank. Working at Mascoma
“has been wonderful so far,” she says.
The free checking for seniors service is not the only such program Mascoma
offers, says Caringi. They also offer a free checking program for young adults,
under age 24, who may be new in establishing a banking relationship. Unlike
the seniors’ free checking account, this one offers a full range of electronic
banking functions, expected by young account holders, Caringi says. n

D

~ Frank Orlowski

Lebanon Farmers' Market
May 17-September 27
Thursdays 4 pm to 7 pm
Colburn Park
Take your weekly shopping
to a new level by supporting
our local farmers!

Farnum Five.5
September 8, 2018
The 5.5 mile trail run begins with a
fast Class VI roadwide trail for the
first 1+ miles. The course then turns
the heat up.
Interested in volunteering or
participating? www.wnhtrs.com

Do you have a background with
cheerleading or field hockey?
We are seeking youth sport coaches.
If interested, contact Krissy at
kristine.flythe@lebanonnh.gov

Spruce Up in September
September 16 - September 23

Help spruce up either Lebanon/West
Lebanon neighborhoods, downtowns or
favorite walking trails.
Everyone can help and all you have to do is
get free blue bag(s) available at the Lebanon
Recreation Office or at the Lebanon
Recycling Center/Landfill.
We thank you for helping spruce up our
community!
Questions? Contact Leb Rec at 603-448-5121
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P U B L IS H E R ’S N OT E
Forgiveness
et’s be honest: I make my living being a bearer of good news. How awesome
is that?! As anyone who knows me can attest, I am not some Pollyanna
Positive all the time. I complain and vent with the best of them. But, at
my core is a deep belief that every person truly is good at his/her soul level.
Unfortunately, my foundational belief was tested repeatedly over this past
year. One of the last straws, so to speak, happened a few weeks ago when I
discovered that all of my most special jewelry was stolen. While a few of the
pieces had some monetary value in the weight of the gold, they each had a
tremendous amount of sentimental value. I was deeply saddened knowing that
my connection to long-since-passed loved ones was interrupted and dismissed
by whoever took my jewelry. I felt deeply betrayed.
But, what shook me to the utter depths of my being was the thought that I
might have to alter my belief in the goodness of humanity. I did not want to
entertain that notion. Was my purpose a farce?
After a few days of anger, sadness, disbelief and the gamut, I decided that
the only way to get over this loss (minor in the scheme of life, I know) was to
hope that whoever did take my things used the money to feed their family or
some other worthwhile cause. I’m not trying to sound magnanimous or holierthan-thou. I just realized that in order for me to heal, I would have to do what
all the self-help and other good books say: forgive.
So, as I sit here and read through this issue of the Lebanon Times, I can
honestly say that being surrounded by the “good people, good places, and good
things happening” in the greater City of Lebanon, my faith in humanity is
being restored.
~ Jen

L
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C HAM BE R CH ATTER W ITH R O B TAY L O R
Supporting the Arts in Lebanon
volunteered recently for one of Lebanon’s
great non-profit arts organizations, Opera
North. They were holding a full weekend’s
worth of shows at the Blow-Me-Down Farm in
Cornish, NH (a part of the US Parks Service’s
Saint Gaudens National Historic Site). Opera
North is developing a partnership with the site to
strengthen the arts in what was once a famous
artist colony in the area. Judging by the crowds of
cars that converged on the spectacular setting, they are off to a great start. In
fact, all four shows ended up selling out as the attendees were treated to a
menagerie of music, dance, and aerial performances. I served as the parking lot
attendant for the Saturday afternoon matinée. This modest effort expended
on my part was rewarded with greater returns from the satisfaction of being a
part of something so special. In Lebanon, there are so many wonderful arts
organizations to be a part of. From ushering at the Lebanon Opera House
(LOH) to manning an exhibit at AVA Gallery, volunteers can experience a
richness of opportunities that is not available in many communities.
In my opinion, one of the most important developments in Lebanon is
the burgeoning arts economy that has developed in our area. There are
professional arts options like Opera North, as well as superb community
theater like North Country Community Theater. We have world class
educational arts organizations like AVA, City Center Ballet, and the Upper
Valley Music Center. And recently, the City of Lebanon created an arts task

I

force to advise the City Council on fostering an even deeper commitment
to the “creative economy.” This momentum for art can be seen in the installation of sculptures along the new Mascoma River Greenway and in the
Thursday night concerts on the Green. These developments are all
indicators of a vital economy. It is clear how interrelated all aspects of the
economy are, and a thriving arts community can strengthen the economy in
general. It is an exciting time for the arts in Lebanon. If you want to get
involved contact the Chamber for help and/or direction 603-448-1203. n
Rob Taylor is the Executive Director of the Lebanon Area Chamber of Commerce
(LACC). The LACC was founded in 1916 and has over 300 members from around
the Upper Valley.

2 South Park Street • PO Box 97 • Lebanon, NH 03766
www.lebanonchamber.com • rob@lebanonchamber.com
603-448-1203 office • 603-448-6489 fax

Lifestyle Meets Lifecare.

alicepeckday.org/lifecare

Senior living communities dedicated to meeting your individual needs.

The Woodlands and Harvest Hill
understand that seniors go through
several stages in their retirement years
and that each stage requires different
levels of needs. Depending on your
level of lifestyle, together we’ve made
strides to offer the very best in
amenities, accommodations,
and care at our supported, independent
and assisted living communities.
While living in your own apartment, you are ensured
independence, privacy and security, as well as a dedicated
and caring staff. We take pride in developing personal
relationships with our residents and are pleased to offer
top-quality care in a warm, comfortable atmosphere, where
you're treated like part of our family.

Contact us to see how we can provide you or your loved
ones with a continued quality of life in a safe environment.

Harvest Hill (603) 448-7458
The Woodlands (603) 442-5970
On the Campus of Alice Peck Day Memorial Hospital

Located in New Hampshire’s beautiful Upper Valley.
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Y OU R G R E E N S PA CES
MASCOMA RIVER GREENWAY – continued from page 1

bikers, runners, and art enthusiasts among the
beneficiaries of the Greenway before affirming also
that “all members of the Lebanon community can
take pride in this day because this trail symbolizes
and builds community connections.”
One argument is clear throughout the presentations: this is the result of a massive collaborative
effort. Twenty-two years have passed since the
state purchased the right-of-way formed by the
Northern Railway 1847 to produce the Northern
Rail Trail, which runs from Boscawen, NH to the
trailhead at the CCBA in Lebanon. In 2008, the
name Mascoma River Greenway was coined to
envision a four-mile continuation of this trail into
West Lebanon, and planning and fundraising
began to make the Greenway a reality. Though the
terminal stretches on either side of the Greenway
have yet to be completed, the main stretch is now
open to non-motorized traffic (aside from perhaps
the occasional electric wheelchair, Frank suggests)
seeking a safe route from the Mascoma Street-High

said. “My focus was on meeting the neighborhoods,
to make sure there was support from everybody, and
not just a few big donors.” Rainie says there were 248
donations of varying sizes, from small individual
contributions to hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Among more substantial tasks like clearing the
trails, constructing guardrails for bridges including
the footbridge over I-89, and paving the trail for
accessibility, the work has included aesthetic
enhancements. Two sculpture installations have
been added along the trail: Steel Umbrella by artists
Margaret Jacobs and Justin O’Rourke, and Wheels by
artist Susan K. Johnson. Benches are planned along
the route to give the tired an opportunity to pause;
one will be dedicated to Frank and Paul. And at the
end of the presentations and before the walking and
cycling groups formed, volunteers handed out cups
of wildflower seeds to be strewn along the edges of
the trail. Attendees carried the cups with them,
sprinkling seeds one at a time over clear patches of
soil, allowing residents yet another instance of
ownership of the Greenway.

reflects that “this is one of the things we’re really
going to miss.” Jennifer Rataj, another Greenway
neighbor, appreciates the wildlife she’s seen along the
trail, citing both a red fox and a heron she saw recently
at a small pond. “Even with the pavement, it does still
feel very quiet, and everyone there is really friendly.
It’s really nice for the community. It doesn’t matter
where people live; they still come down to the trail.”
At a recent City Council meeting, a public
hearing addressed the future of the tunnel that
would connect the Mascoma River Greenway to the
Northern Rail Trail. City Councilor Karen Zook
summarizes: “The citizen response – both at the
meeting itself and in contact I have personally had
with residents – strongly supports connectivity, so
I’m pleased that’s the direction this seems to be
moving. The Rail Trail and now the MRG are both
assets to this city and, as we look toward an
increasingly walkable future for Lebanon, this
connection will only increase their value to the
community.” With such strong community support,
It’s hard to imagine anything else. n

Community leaders Cindy Heath, Mayor Suzanne Prentiss,
Frank Gould, and Paul Coats at the Greenway opening

Street intersection to the Miracle Mile end of
Glen Road.
Of course, the crowd hasn’t gathered simply to
listen to speeches and then go home – the bulk of the
grand opening event is designed to be spent enjoying
the fruits of labor. Three groups form: one for cyclists
to enjoy the newly paved passage, a second for a
leisurely stroll along a short portion of the trail, and
the third with the goal of walking the entire
completed segment. Frank leads this third group as
tour guide. The project has been dear to him since he
left his position as a state legislator in 2012. “I
wanted to stay involved,” he recalled. “I walked up
to Paul [Coats, director of Lebanon Recreation and
Parks] and asked him what we needed to do to get
started, and he showed me the beginnings.” Frank
took the lead from that point forward, co-chairing
the project with Paul Coats.
Lorraine ‘Rainie’ Kelly, who has been involved
since 2013, tracked funding for the project. “When I
started, all the large donations had been secured,” she

We’re
All About
Your Life
Outside
TM

Public response to the Greenway is overwhelmingly
positive. Darla Bruno, a resident of Lebanon, likes that
the trail is wide, leaving plenty of room for bicycles
alongside pedestrians. “They did a terrific job,” she
notes of the leaders and volunteers who have made the
project happen. “I’ve never been to the [Glen Road]
end, so I’m excited to see it today.” Nick Warren, who
lives on Mascoma Street along the Greenway, says that
he and his wife “enjoy easy access from our backyard to
walk to the Lebanon Green or the woods behind Alice
Peck Day. It’s great to be in a mini-forest instead of
walking next to busy roads, especially with the
construction going on. We even go for walks down to
the bridge over the White River. It is probably the
best view of nature inside the City and I didn’t even
know it was there before the Greenway project.” Samir
Soneji, while walking along the trail while his two
young daughters cycle, quips: “This is the farthest
we’ve gotten, and we love it. It’s revolutionized our
toddler biking experience!” Samir and his family are
leaving Lebanon soon for North Carolina, and he

BACKYARD DAY
Team Sierra is excited to announce that their
second annual Backyard Day celebration will take
place on September 15, 2018!
Backyard Day is a celebration of the outdoor
spaces that you consider home. We all have those
spaces we consider our own: your literal backyard,
the lake, or on the trail!
This year, we’re introducing a brand new way to
celebrate: a virtual 5K/10K in whatever special
space you consider your backyard. Whether you
run, walk, roll, swim, or cycle, we’ll all celebrate
our outdoor homes together on September 15th.
Use #BackyardDay to see what outdoor spaces
other Team Sierra members call home!
Registration is $40, and includes a printable race
day bib and an exclusive Backyard Day medal! Sign
up today to guarantee a medal – they will sell out!
Register at www.teamsierra.org.

Tr e e • Tu r f • G a r d e n • L a n d • F o r e s t

Sponsoring ‘Your Green Spaces’ Page
Web chippersinc.com
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Shopping on a
budget?
Try our Field Day items for
everyday low prices.

Hanover, Lebanon, and White River Junction

|

www.coopfoodstore.coop

EXPERIENCE

THE DIFFERENCE
Good Food. Good Beer. Good Times.

Full tavern menu

18 craft beers on draft

Full bar

Locally sourced produce

80 seat tavern

Family owned and operated

Replacement | Remodel | New Construction I Installation

www.wdbrownell.com

PowerHouse Mall, 8 Glen Road • West Lebanon, NH
(603) 298-5555 • Locally Owned & Operated

(603) 795-9995

www.lathamhousetavern.com
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Solar Technology Has a Bright Future
Lebanon Airport Could Pave the Way

Norwich, VT approached us and
presented us with proposals to lower our
his summer’s record setting
electrical bills at the three facilities we
temperatures served to place
operate here at the airport. The original
emphasis on the fact that global
proposal would have us cover half of our
warming has arrived regardless of all the
roof in the main building with solar
rhetoric being presented on both sides of
panels. Further research indicated we
the debate. An enterprising pair of
should place panels over the entire roof
entrepreneurs by the name of Greg Soho
that covers that structure.”
and Jason Archambeault, who purchased
Once that plan was agreed upon to
the Granite Air Center LLC back in July
install
solar panels over the entire roof,
of 2012, has embraced solar technology at
the
return
on investment was brought to
their building at the Lebanon Municipal
the
forefront.
In addition, the style of
Airport and will soon be reaping the
solar
panels
installed
gave no hint of what
rewards.
Greg Soho and Jason Archambault, co-owners of Granite Air Center in Lebanon
they
represented
and
they blended
Granite Air Center is the region’s
perfectly
with
the
roof’s
original
design.
premiere Fixed Base Operator (FBO) based
However,
it
was
the
financial
savings
that
at the Lebanon Airport. They provide world
sealed
the
deal.
class FBO services including refueling, parking,
“Once those solar panels were installed it
hangar storage, de-icing, aircraft maintenance,
was
estimated that we would generate about
concierge services and much more to aircraft
103
per
cent of our electrical needs! We had to
arriving at the local airport. Like any corporation
modify that figure due to Fire Codes and the
faced with high operating expenses, Granite Air
allowable number of panels on that roof. The
Center was looking for permanent solutions to
final estimate with the reduced amount of
lower their overhead. Greg Soho, who serves as
panels should mean we generate about 98 per
Co-Owner and CFO, explains how the solar
cent of our electricity. That equates to around
alternative became a reality.
a savings on our electric bill of between
“This all came about after Norwich Solar Not just your ordinary hangar roof... These are solar panels and they
Technologies based across the river in are saving money and the planet.
$4200-4800 per month!”
Braxton Freeman

Dave Nelson

T

Dave Nelson

“I have a lot of fun.
I stay busy with exercise classes,
word games, crafts, anything you can think of.
The staff here is outstanding and they are
always willing to help.”

Upper Valley Haven
713 Hartford Avenue
White River Junction, Vermont 05001
uppervalleyhaven.org
802.295.6500

Upper Valley
Haven

Illustration on front:
Gouache prototype by Sabra Field for the Upper Valley Haven © 2016

–KENT HAMMERLIND

The need in our
community is great.
Join us in making a difference for more
than 14,000 people each year in the
Upper Valley who are facing poverty
and homelessness.

169 Summer St., Newport, NH 03773

Food Shelf
Adult, Family & Seasonal Shelters
Education
Service Coordination
Children’s Program
Volunteer Services

Tel: (603) 863-8181 • Fax: (603) 863-7418

www.summercrest.net
In de pe n de n t L i v i n g | As si st e d L i v i n g | Me mory C a re

713 Hartford Avenue • White River Junction, VT 05001
(802) 295-6500 • uppervalleyhaven.org
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There are also more financial benefits from the solar system Granite Air has
established. The more the sun shines brightly the savings grow even larger.
“When you build up more electrical energy than you actually use with this
system, you are eligible for Solar Reversible Energy Credits (SREC) that you
would be able to sell and that figure could reach between $4000 and $6000. In
addition you can earn New Hampshire Solar Incentives along with Federal
Solar Tax Credits.”
Jason Archambeault serves as CCO for Granite Air and he played a leading
role in the research and development of the solar system.
“You might say I did all the leg work involved in getting this off the ground
here at Granite Air,” Jason said with a wide smile. “I researched all the
information and reviewed concepts and now I monitor the system on a daily
basis. The first part of the system came on line April 24 of this year and the
second phase on May 3rd. We haven’t got a fuel bill yet and I noted the system
so far is doing everything we expected.”
The success of the Granite Air solar program has drawn the attention of
Lebanon Municipal Airport Manager Rick Dyment.
“Currently we are launching a study and reviewing plans that would make it
possible for the installation of solar energy here at the airport and property
adjacent to our runways and beyond. We are researching all benefits from such
a program that would generate Lebanon taxpayers real savings and offer green
energy solutions.” n
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Visit your new home today...
You’ll love what you see!
• Spacious 2 Bedroom 2 Bathroom Homes
• Heat included in monthly rent!
• Air conditioning
• In-home, full size washer/dryer
• Oversized Closets
• Convenient to I-89 & Route 120
• Walk to historic downtown Lebanon
• Heated garage
• Patio/grill area

21 Spencer Street
Lebanon, NH 03766
603-217-2519
EmersonPlaceApts.com
Professionally managed by DOLBEN.

We’re in This Together
Visit our new clinic for friendly care with doctors and
nurses who will grow with you and your family.
Please call today.

(603) 448-3122 • AlicePeckDay.org
VALLEY VISION EYECARE
• Routine Eye Exams
• Diabetic Exams
• Bifocal Contact Lenses
• Dry Eye
• Glaucoma
• Trauma Management
• Cataract and Lasik Consultations
• New, More Accurate
Computerized Refraction System
Dr. Andrew Jones

Dr. Sheila Hastie

Schedule online!
Immediate appointments available
MON-FRI 8:30a-5:30p
Until 6:30p on WED

www.valleyvisioneyes.com
165 Mechanic Street
Lebanon NH
603-678-8185
VV0926

GIFT
CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE

For a
Beautiful
Lawn...
A Place to
Relax.
Complete Liquid
Fertilization Program
Including Weed-Insect Control
Liming - Core Aeration
ORGANIC Fertilizer Program

Call (802) 773-7833
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REAL-PEOPLE SUCCESS STORIES

The Wheels on the Bus...

Former Addicts Share What It’s Like To Get Clean
y Success Since Entering GROUPS
“I have gone from a car repo to now having three vehicles and
a new bike. I was at the point of divorce and now I have a wife
that is not only trusting of me, but better yet, is forgiving of the past. I have
gone from those constant daily searches for “that high,” to now, where I
no longer feel ill, and those searches don’t even cross my mind. I used to
leave work to go find what I felt I “needed,” now I am on the eighth year
at my current job. I went from my bank accounts always being at their last
dollar to being able to have a savings account, which is constantly
increasing. I am able to take family vacations now without any concerns
of money or concerns of becoming ill due to being out of the area without
access to drugs.
I, myself, feel so much more stable not having the constant up and
downs of withdrawals. People in my life are once again trusting of the
things that come out of my mouth. When I say I am going to do something,
I do it. I get my work done and now my job doesn’t depend on if I feel okay
or not that day.”
*****
“Since coming here, I have completed the steps to get my license back,
found a stable job, and have been working my way up the ladder of success. I
have been able to pay my car payments and insurance on time every month.
I am still working on budgeting money and having enough to pay all the
bills every month, but who doesn’t worry about that stuff? My life is like a
roller coaster; a lot more downs than ups, but I’m trying to make that change.
I’m realizing that it doesn’t take months, but years. So I need to be
patient and remember that time will heal all. Plus, it can only get better
from here, not worse. I won’t let it. I make rational decisions and can think
much more clearly when being sober. Being on suboxone was a real life
changer. I thank a higher power and this program for that every day.”
*****
“I have been here for about a year now. Since then, my life has changed
a lot. I don’t wake up looking for drugs every day. I’m not trying to get high
off the street. I’m not spending money on drugs every day now and I can
actually save. I am on a steady dose that works for me. A year ago, when I
started this program, I was buying everything off the street, using half my
check or more.
Now, I also have a lot clearer mindset. I don’t have to suffer waking up
sick every day. I don’t have to associate with the people I used to while I was
using. I can actually save money for stuff that I want now because I don’t
have to spend all my money just trying to get high. I’ve also not only been
able to set goals, but also actually achieve them. I get up and go to work
everyday and it feels so good. Throughout the day, I no longer have to suffer
through cravings for other drugs and withdrawals. Now, when or if I have
cravings, I can manage to get through them without having to use again.”
*****
“Since I started treatment, I have become a lot more stable. I’m no
longer putting myself in risky situations, trying to look for drugs everyday.
I only take medication that had been prescribed to me by a doctor. I no
longer have to spend every day looking for money to pay for my negative
habit. I wake up early every morning now, without feeling sick. I finally
have energy to do things and get out of the house everyday. I finally get to
wake up every morning, looking forward to my day.” n

W

Donnie Perkins

hen I was just a kid, the end
of summer meant crisp new
school clothes, text books
wrapped in home-made brown paper
bag covers, and school bus rides. We
reunited with classmates we hadn’t
seen since June and introduced
ourselves to new friends. Fast forward
a few years and the only school buses
you would see would be ones you
didn’t ride on. There was a new
generation of kids sitting where you
used to sit peering out the windows
in wonder at their growing world.
To me it’s still a phenomenon of
sorts. When the seasons change, that
means to me that a fairly big chunk of
time has passed you by and maybe you

had a birthday or an anniversary that
denotes the passing of that time. Back
when we rode those school buses, we
were saying goodbye to our favorite
swimming holes and summer camps
and hello to those wrapped text books
and stiff new shirts. Now it’s more like
saying goodbye to the lawnmower and
hello to the falling leaves and rakes
that were stashed in the garage. There
will be incoming football and outgoing
baseball and colder nights and, in the
back of your mind, you wonder if you
need a new snow shovel or not. And
when you take a walk around town,
you’ll the see school buses circling the
Green with seats filled with curious
eyes just like it always did, and you
remember back to when you were in
one of those seats, wishing you were
back at that swimming hole and not
headed to some classroom being
taught something you have no desire
to learn.
The beauty of changing seasons.
Just as you get tired of summer, here
comes fall. Round and around it goes,
just like the tires on a school bus. n
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GOOD FOR YOU

An Open House with Open Arms

David’s House Volunteers Love Their Work!

M

Hypertherm employees who come twice a year to volunteer their time to
get the David’s House grounds ready for summer and winter

A group from Tyler, Simms & St. Sauveur volunteered to get the playground
read f or the young guests. They also provided a BBQ for all the guests.

Hypertherm volunteers cooking for the families. Center: Stacey Chiocchio

Volunteers Kathy Stroffolino and Hermine Wallach

Molly O’Hara

ost people in the Upper Valley
area have heard of David’s House
at CHaD, the Children’s Hospital
at Dartmouth; for those who haven’t,
David’s House provides parents and
families a place to stay while their children
are receiving intensive medical care.
David’s House is the dream of a little
boy named David Cyr and his father, Dick.
For three years, David was in and out of
the hospital with acute lymphocytic
leukemia, and his dad spent much of that
time at the hospital. There, he met many
parents who slept in their cars or in chairs
in their child’s hospital room, unable to
afford any length of stay at a nearby hotel
and unwilling to leave their child’s side.
Just before David passed in 1984, his
father asked him what he had been saving
all his allowances, spare change, and
birthday money for and David answered,
“for a special reason.” And so, his own
$300.78 provided the seed money for
David’s House which opened its doors on
January 20, 1986 and has now served over
14,000 families.
As the David’s House website states,
“David’s House is a house because of the
roof, the walls, the rooms, and the beds.
David’s House is a warm and welcoming
home because of the people who keep the
doors open 365 days a year.”
Jill Ross, the volunteer program
manager, noted that they currently have
35 hospitality volunteers and have had
hundreds volunteer for cooking, special
events, fundraising and more. The
Hospitality Volunteers take regular shifts
at the front desk greeting the families and
ensuring their comfort.
One of the current volunteers, Stacey
Chiocchio, has been working with David’s
House for over 10 years. Stacey has
volunteered as a Hospitality Volunteer, a
cooking volunteer, has helped out with
special events, is currently on the
Governance and Finance Committees,

Proud Sponsor of the “Good For You” Page.

and is both a former President of the Board
and Treasurer.
Stacey chose to volunteer at David’s
House after her experience as a teenager
with her brother. “The reason I started
volunteering at David’s House is that the
mission is so important. When I was in
high school and lived in Long Island, my
brother was in an accident while at summer
camp in New Hampshire. He was in a
coma for a couple of weeks, and we lived
mostly in the emergency room waiting
room and the lobby of Concord Hospital.
Eventually, we moved to a motel, but we
were fortunate that we had the resources to
do that. When I learned about David’s
House, I was thrilled that there was this
wonderful warm, cozy, clean home for
families to feel supported and cared for
while their children were being treated at
the Children’s Hospital at Dartmouth.”
Hermine Wallach, another Hospitality
Volunteer who has been working there for
four years every Wednesday morning
noted, “It is so rewarding because everyone
[staff and families] there have such positive
vibes and it’s wonderful for the families to
not have to worry and just concentrate on
their child.”
A third Hospitality Volunteer, Kathy
Stroffolino, has been there for the last six
years, also helping with fundraising events.
Kathy started volunteering after a coworker
told her how wonderful an experience it
was and how great the staff was. “I love the
people at David’s House. I love helping the
families in hard times, and I love babies
and children.” Her favorite part, however,
is seeing the families be able to go home.
When we first contacted Jill Ross to find
volunteers to talk about David’s House, the
number who responded was incredible. It
seems many who volunteer there in any
capacity, as a hospitality volunteer, helping
cook, once or many times, or assisting with
special events, loves the experience. The
mission of David’s House draws many to it,
but the people and the staff are why so
many stay. n
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C O MMU NITY IMPA CT

Tad Montgomery Energizes Lebanon

I

Devin Wilkie

n an office on the second floor of the City Hall building, across from the City
Clerk desk, Tad Montgomery plans his work. He has been tasked with
managing the implementation of the Energy Chapter of Lebanon’s Master
Plan. He is aware of the breadth of work required, but nonetheless optimistic,
especially given the city’s reputation as a leader in the Upper Valley, and given
the progress it has already made and plans to make.
Tad’s father was a surgeon in the Air Force, so he describes himself as being
from “everywhere,” listing, among others, Michigan, Wisconsin, and the
Hudson Valley. Everywhere they lived, his mother would create opportunities
to connect him and his family to nature. He
studied ceramic engineering at Alfred
University and then completed his graduate
studies in environmental systems analysis at
Humboldt State University, deciding during
this time that he wanted to focus his time and
energy more substantially on global warming.
After completing his thesis at The New
Alchemy Institute on Cape Cod, Tad
remained in New England, moving from the
Pioneer Valley of Western Massachusetts to
Vermont around 2005 –Tad points out that
he’s “moving up the watershed” and jokes that
the Connecticut River Valley is his bioregion–
and continuing northward.
Though Tad is new to the inner workings
of the City of Lebanon, he doesn’t let that
stop him from hitting the ground running.
After hearing about the new position, he did
some research and was thoroughly impressed. “I wanted to be a part of a city that
is at the forefront of transitioning to renewable energy,” he recalls. With fifteen
years of municipal energy improvement work behind him, Tad felt he was
qualified to take on the task, and the Interim City Manager agreed.
Tad is working on numerous projects. Inspired by the recent Weatherize
Lebanon initiative, Tad is scheduling investment-grade energy audits on a number
of city buildings, including the police station, Lebanon Library, the water
treatment plant, and City Hall. Enthusiastic community volunteers are
accompanying him during some of these audits, learning about the audit process
and the potential for improvements to our city’s buildings. He is also working with
the City Planning Office and Lebanon Energy Advisory Committee (LEAC) to
replace Lebanon’s streetlights with LED lights, saving energy and money for the

Business Energy
Innovation Conference

city. Barbara Hirai, a dedicated resident and former Chair of LEAC, had catalogued
the streetlights manually a few years ago, laying the groundwork for this initiative
that, Tad hopes, will ultimately result in solar-powered streetlights that would
further reduce the city’s electric bill. He is working with the Public Works
Department on the project at the landfill that intends to harness the methane gas
(which is currently being captured and flared to reduce its effects on the
environment) and generate both electricity and heat for the city and for other
businesses. And he is following the Liberty Utilities program that hopes to offer
reduced rates on Tesla home battery backup systems to some West Lebanon
residents in exchange for allowing the utility to use those batteries during the brief
periods of peak energy usage each month to
lower transmission charges.
One of Tad’s most exciting projects in
Lebanon is the municipal aggregation project.
Proposed and started by City Councilor
Clifton Below with LEAC, this project will
allow the city to act as an electricity supplier,
providing electricity to businesses and
residents under a model that most effectively
fits its unique needs. Tad explains that this
project requires substantial collaboration with
Liberty Utilities, the city’s current electric
utility, while moving energy supply and billing
oversight to the city. This project will allow
the city to pilot a real-time pricing model,
meaning that residents will be charged for the
electricity they use at the rate it actually costs
the utility at the time of transmission. “For the
flat rate system that’s in use now,” Tad
explains, “the utility adjusts the rate up to account for fluctuations. When
demand is high, the electricity costs more; when demand is low, the price drops,
and it could even drop below zero.” What this means is that, for some customers
who charge their electric vehicles or wash their laundry (or charge backup
batteries) in the middle of the night, “they could actually get paid to use
electricity then, instead of during the day.”
Tad is thrilled about the municipal aggregation project, but he understands
the scope of work that would be involved as the point person and he’s grateful
for the opportunity this will provide the city. “Greenfield, MA did it a few years
ago, and they saved money from day one.” He shares that Greenfield decreased
its cost per kilowatt-hour by more than 40%. “And now they’re fully renewable,”
he adds: they recently chose Public Power LLC to provide 100% green power

I NS PI R E

YOUR

SPACE

Thursday, September 27, 8:30 am - 1 pm
Fireside Inn, West Lebanon
Learn more about innovative & renewable energy
technologies and help your business stay competitive!
$30 registration, $20 before 9/1

Sign up today at vitalcommunities.org/energy/BEIC2018
Hosted by Energy & Climate Upper Valley in collaboration with
Vital Communities, the Lebanon Area Chamber of Commerce,
the Sierra Club Upper Valley Group
and the Lebanon Energy Advisory Committee

Where Color comes to Life.
IN-STOCK WALLCOVERING • SPECIAL ORDER WALLPAPERS
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through the program. Tad hopes and expects that, after launching the program,
Lebanon can do the same – City Manager Shaun Mulholland, a staunch
proponent of Tad’s work, has already asked Tad to put together a proposal for a
large-scale solar energy project that spans multiple City-owned locations, which
Tad plans to do in conjunction with the municipal aggregation project in order
to be able to offer this green energy to residents and businesses in the City.
Not surprisingly, Tad delights in living his life just as sustainably as he
advocates for municipalities and others through his work. Tad became conscious
of his mission that had been forming unconsciously since high school: to build
an ecological culture and society that is in harmony with the natural world. This
mission informs his personal and professional decisions throughout his life: his
car, which runs on recycled restaurant vegetable oil (he designed the system
himself and worked with his mechanics to make it happen), is particularly
important to him as he commutes from Brattleboro (for now; he hopes to move
up to Lebanon in the future). When his veggie-oil kit died on his first trip to
work, he started researching carpool and vanpool options from Brattleboro with
other Upper Valley-bound commuters and Vital Communities. He has since
been promoting these in hopes that others will join or start rideshare programs
and that employers will support them with dedicated parking and other perks.
He has convinced his landlord to convert an old oil boiler system to run on
biodiesel, and he promotes sustainable initiatives with friends and colleagues
whenever he sees the opportunity (he has, on numerous occasions, interrupted
his thought process to recommend Tony Seba’s YouTube video on ‘clean
disruption’ of conventional energy and transport”).
Tad’s interests within his life mission seem endless: he designs natural
playgrounds to connect children with the natural world, emphasizing growth
and change; he is a mycology hobbyist who grows and forages for mushrooms;
he helps people to undertake major energy retrofits through his company, Home
Energy Advocates; and he is a permaculture instructor who also works in
sustainable/regenerative agriculture. Through all of these endeavors runs the
common thread of his mission, and in all of them he applies his engineering
background to see the problems and find solutions. If he can apply just some of
his skills and experience to the projects in Lebanon–and he certainly intends to
apply more than that–then Lebanon will be better for it. n

Backyard Solar
Now even more affordable
with little to no money down.

solaflect.com

Schedule a free assessment
(802) 649-3700
info@solaflect.com
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LEBANON SCHOOL DISTRICT SAU 88

Lebanon School District Leads the Way
Student Services Paying Huge Dividends

Dave Nelson

An investment in knowledge pays the best
dividends. Benjamin Franklin
erhaps there is no better example of
that quote than the overwhelming
success being posted by the Lebanon
School District. Flying a bit under the
radar without a constant, glaring spotlight
shining on its contribution is the Student
Services Program headquartered at the
SAU#88 administrative offices at 20
Seminary Hill.
The Student Services Program’s
comprehensive offerings help make
Lebanon one of the finest school districts
in the Granite State. Back in 2016 when
Lebanon was named “The Best Small
City” in the United States by livability.
com, the Lebanon School District was a
leading factor in gaining that award.
Today, that mission continues to offer
Lebanon’s young people the best education
possible. Superintendent Dr. Joanne
Roberts emphasizes that commitment to
excellence by posting the Lebanon School
District’s mission statement (CARES).
Cultivates curiosity and collaboration
Tim Koumrian
Achieves academic excellence
Respects and values diversity
Encourages responsible citizenship
Supports the needs of every learner
“That mission statement really says it
all,” Dr. Roberts stated.
Spearheading the mission as Director
of Student Services is an extremely busy
individual by the name of Timothy
Koumrian. Timothy came to the Lebanon
School District with an impressive
résumé, but perhaps that should include a
Masters Degree in Multitasking! He was
raised in Harvard, MA and obtained his
undergraduate degree in Psychology with
a minor in History at Hamilton College.
Obtaining his BA there in 1997, he went
on to Lesley University in Cambridge, MA to complete his M.ED in Elementary
Education. Tim is currently working towards a CAGS (Certificate of Advanced
Graduate Studies) in Educational Leadership from Plymouth State University.
“I started as Director of Student Services on July 1, 2015 and quickly came
to understand the dedication of the staff and the families, all surrounding the
commitment to the highest quality education of Lebanon youth. There was
already strong performance of the subsets of this department, but we always want to
work toward continuous monitoring and improvement of what we do for students.”

P

A great big thank you

Tim took time to note the key element
in the mission of the Student Services
Programs by explaining that it is a
department that is designed to assist
specific subgroups of the larger student
body so that they have equal access to
that same high quality education. This
department has strived to not only meet
its legal requirements when it comes to
these student subgroups, but also to think
beyond compliance. A showcase example
of that would be the recently completed
summer lunch program headed up by
Alice Peck Day Memorial Hospital. With
APD guidance, along with generous local
sponsors and volunteers, the summer
lunch program was a huge success done so
without the red tape of federal funding.
As indicated earlier, Tim has fulfilled
the role of multitasker. The following is
an outline of the various branches of the
Student Services Program.
Special Educational and Section 504
This is by far the largest of these groups
and similar in focus. These are based on
state and federal laws requiring districts to
meet individual needs of students that
have one or more disabilities
English Language Learners (ELL)
This is the next largest group of
students which rests with those students
who are of different nationalities/cultural
backgrounds. Lebanon is perhaps the
most diverse medium-sized city in the
State of New Hampshire. We have more
than 50 languages spoken in the district.
District-Wide Summer School Program
This is a relatively unique in NH
public education as it serves the needs of
all educationally at-risk youth and not
just those we are obligated to serve,
namely our Special Education students
who need it.

Beginnings Preschool
Originally was created and his its main purpose in serving those 3-5 year
olds who have developmental challenges and require services.
(Elementary) Behavior Support and Intensive Needs
This is a program in each elementary school that supports teachers with
students who have significant behavioral challenges.
For more information about the Student Services Program and other
SAU#88 initiatives, please contact the main office at: 603-790-8500. n

THE LEBANON SCHOOL DISTRICT
– in partnership with the community –
is committed to providing a challenging,
positive, and safe learning environment that CARES.
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body type you had, there was a
position for everyone.” Kim
and genuine goodwill toward
describes the games and practices
their teammates and opponents
as a ‘judgement free zone,’ and
an essential part of the game.
has enjoyed watching the team
The Upper Valley Rugby
develop. Indeed, the Valkyries
Football Club got its start in
experienced some losses in their
2016 when Grant Gordon, once
first season last year, but their
a local high school player,
skills are improving each season.
moved back to the area and
“It’s so nice to get to tackle
wanted to play again, according
people and then be friends with
to Brian Frampton, the men’s
them afterwards. One of the
club president. “It was eight guys
most appealing things is that you
behind the CCBA in January of
do 80 minutes all out - you’re
2016 in icy conditions,” recalls
throwing your body in the dirt
Frampton. The club connected
against people that are bigger
with the nationally ranked
than you.”
Dartmouth men’s and women’s
Kim likes to tell the story of
programs, sharing some practice
the
Valkyries’ first game. “The
time and a bit of coaching
first
time our women’s team
expertise to get the ball rolling.
stepped
out onto a pitch to play
The club members’ age span Darius Long of Lebanon outruns the opposition en route to scoring a try
a
match,
we didn’t know even
and experience is
what positions we
broad – from age
would play or
18 to late 50s,
what each of us
from bartenders
would be good at.
to attorneys, and
I was told by our
from
total
captain what my
newbies to players
number would be
with decades of
and walked up to
time on the pitch
a men’s team
and college play.
player, Darius
Sponsors include
Long, a Lebanon
Salt hill Pub,
resident who had
Harpoon Brewery,
played
rugby
Casella, Wayne’s
before,
and
asked
World, Boisvert’s
him
what
I
do
as a
Painting, River
fullback.
He
Valley Club, and Chad Hero volunteers Abbey Kinney, Kim Maiorca, Meghan
Kristen Knutzen of Lebanon and Katie Powers bring down the
broke down what
opposing ball carrier
RE/MAX Upper Boyer and Hannah Mollmark
my position does.
Valley. One thing
We went on to win that first match against the Rutland Ravens. It is that kind
is clear, both on and off the field, the Mountain Men and the Valkyries support
of support between those who have played and those who have not and those
each other like family. Brian notes, “It’s more about the camaraderie. You play
on the men’s and women’s team that show not only why rugby is such an
hard during the game, close it out with handshakes and hugs, then sit around
amazing sport, but why this blossoming organization has worked so well.”
and talk about life, family, work. It’s the ultimate way to break down every social
Brian was a traditional three-sport athlete until friends convinced him to try
barrier there is.”
rugby. He was reluctant, but soon discovered that rugby ‘is the best sport in the
Kim Maiorca, the women’s club treasurer, says this type of camaraderie is why
world’. As Brian notes, “Rugby requires agility, strength, awareness; it takes all the
she likes the rugby program and living in the Upper Valley. “Everyone is very
skills from other sports mixed into one.” After playing in New York and Maryland,
nice and accepting, and they want to get to know more about you. When I
Brian moved to the Upper Valley. “Up here it’s colder but the warmth of the
moved here from California, I didn’t know very many people,” said Kim.
people makes it better.” Soon Brian ‘got sucked back in’ and started playing rugby.
While watching the men’s team play in its first year, Kim and the other women
“One of the best things about this sport is that you have an instant family. I know
on the sidelines started talking about how ‘awesome and empowering’ it would be
that at the drop of the hat somebody would be there for me if I needed help.”
to have a women’s team. “I had never played rugby before. It didn’t matter what
RUGBY – continued from page 1
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UV Rugby Team work day at Lebanon’s Pocket Park

The formalized version of the sport began in the UK in the early 1800s when
an upstart football (soccer) player decided to pick up the ball and run with it
across the goal line. New rules for a new game were made up by the players, and
rugby was born. Worldwide, rugby is recognized as one of the fastest growing
sports, particularly at the youth level, but modern rugby in the United States is
relatively young. The first rugby game took place in 1874 with a college match
between Harvard and McGill. The sport flourished as a less violent alternative
to American football until the 1920s when participation declined. In the
mid-60s it was revived largely by college teams and today USA Rugby boasts
nearly 100,000 players from middle schoolers to Olympians.
The club’s community service goals are an important aspect of the program,
according to Executive Board member Vince O’Shea. “It’s super important for
us to be out in the community and showing rugby as something that’s a positive
force in the Upper Valley. The men and the ladies have come together not just
to play rugby, but to improve the community around us.” Team members have
volunteered at the CHAD Hero Race; partnered with WISE to support their
work on reducing gender based violence, and helped improve a pocket park

along the Mascoma River Greenway. “With the organization and bodies we
have, we can make a positive impact.”
Vince’s rugby career began at the University of Dallas in 1999, and he
continued to stay involved off and on after graduating. In 2008, his team toured
England & Ireland and he rediscovered his love for the game. As to moving to
the Upper Valley from Florida, Vince notes, “Summers are beautiful, the people
are welcoming, and I love the rural nature of the area. Everybody’s just nice and
chill here, looking to help each other out.”
The club hopes to develop high school aged teams for both men and women
with the Lebanon Recreation & Parks Department in the future, joining area
teams already established at Kearsarge High School and Kimball Union
Academy. With excellent adult role models, a youth team has a strong chance
of thriving. In fact, the Mountain Men won the New England Rugby Championship last season. “We’ve already been promoted from Division 4 to Division
3 in the New England Rugby Football Union league. No other teams have been
promoted this quickly,” says Vince.
As to continuing the club’s forward momentum, Vince notes, “We want to
sustain the program for a long time. Brian and I want to come in here in our
walkers for our 50th anniversary celebration.” Given the strong community
service commitment and deep social connections in the Upper Valley Rugby
Football Club, this is probably likely.
The first home game for both the men and women is on 9/22 at the Bank
Street field. For more information, find the club on facebook or at http://www.
uppervalleyrugby.com. n
Cindy Heath played ice hockey and soccer for the University of New Hampshire Wildcats, and
is thinking of learning to play rugby with the Valkyries.

S MIL E !

We asked
our patients...
What Makes
You Smile?
What Makes You Smile? (Left) Laura Rondeau: “My family and spending time with them!”
(Center) Kat Snelling: “My friends” • (Right) Karen Allen: “My grandbabies, all five of them!”
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Exercise Helps Recovery from Illness and Injury
While his clients may come to the gym two or
three times a week, it is important to continue to
hen exercise and fitness is a part of your
that work at home throughout the week, says
life from an early age, the thought that the
Dickson. One does not need a home gym to gain
time will come when you are unable to
benefits at home, however. Movement is the
perform does not cross your mind. Being in great
important factor; “Anyone can do movement at
shape feels almost as if you wear a shield against
home,” Dickson says.
potentially debilitating injury or illness. Ben
Bill Cioffredi, physical therapist and founder
Dearman, co-owner of KDR Fitness in Lebanon,
of Cioffredi & Associates in Lebanon, says one
certainly could fit that description. Having served as
factor is universal in bringing clients to his clinic.
a college strength and conditioning coach, helping
“Pain is a primary reason in bringing people
to develop fitness regimens for U.S. military Special
here,” he says.
Forces units, and operating a fitness center for many
Of course, pain is a symptom of a wide range of
years, Dearman certainly personified the health and
problems
and issues, so Cioffredi says his first task
fitness lifestyle as well as anyone.
is
to
assess
the individual, and determine the
Yet when illness struck, Dearman was affected
reason
for
the
resulting pain. Living in an area
in a similar manner to many without his
such
as
the
Upper
Valley, with a long snow and ice
background and experience. Having been
season,
it
is
not
surprising that Cioffredi finds
diagnosed with Hodgkin’s Lymphoma in 2016,
many
patients
come
to him with various ailments
he found even the basics of life difficult. “I
resulting
from
slips
and
falls.
couldn’t work, couldn’t exercise, couldn’t do
At
the
River
Valley
Club in Lebanon, Chris
anything,” he says.
Poljacik,
fitness
director
and movement training
In his mind, however, Dearman knew exercise
specialist,
stresses
the
importance
of movement in
would play a role in his recovery. “I knew I would
exercise,
and
recovery.
When
designing
a program
get back to it,” he says.
Chris Poljacik (right) with RVC member Vijay Govindarajan
for a client, Poljacik says he will do a movement
Taking time to recover, Dearman made plans to
assessment, as well as a range of motion study, to determine the needs of the
return to a fitness routine that would help the process. “Exercise was always a
individual. That movement program extends to work and home, not just at the
part of my life,” he says. “I tried to figure out what I could do.”
gym, he advises. A minimum of activity for 30 minutes each day is essential, he
Along with exercise, Dearman found other factors key in recovering from this
says. Whatever form of exercise one undertakes, doing it right is important,
devastating illness. “Lots of sleep, good food, working on flexibility,” all played a
Poljacik says.
part, he says.
Movement is a critical factor in rehab and recovery, adds Bill Cioffredi;
Rick Dickson, fitness coordinator at the CCBA in Lebanon, works with
using movement to help clients return to a healthy, restored physical level is
many clients recovering from illness and injury. Though some of his clients are
an important part of his work, he finds.
young people working back from injury, the majority he sees are elderly clients,
Having a professional fitness expert assess condition, and design a program,
often dealing with health issues. Though he stresses his clients need to “set
can go long way in a successful rehabilitation. Poljacik points out that exercise
realistic goals,” when in the recovery process, he finds the outcomes from an
and movement programs may vary between two people with the same injury,
exercise program can provide surprising results. “Many are capable of doing
based on other factors, such as muscle imbalance.
more than they think,” says Dickson.
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Along with the role the body plays in rehabilitation, the mind also plays a
significant part. Bill Cioffredi finds that “how they view themselves, and their
confidence,” plays a critical role in the rehab process. Looking ahead, seeing how
one projects into the future with the reality of dealing with an illness or injury, is
an important part of the process. “That is fundamental for us,” says Cioffredi,
when discussing how therapists at his clinic approach a client’s attitude. He finds
the benefits of a patient’s confidence are many, and a successful rehab includes,
“Helping people find a level of confidence,” no matter the situation.
As Ben Dearman prescribed, many other factors play an important role in
recovery, along with movement and exercise. Sleep, eating three meals while
concentrating on whole foods, proper water intake; “These are essential,” says
Chris Poljacik.
In his recovery, Ben Dearman found a proper eating regimen a huge benefit
to a faster recovery. “Nutrition trumps exercise,” Dearman says.
Dickson says a nutritionist he knows well espouses the following regarding
exercise and proper nutrition; “You can’t outrun a bad diet.”
All of these fitness experts point out another key factor in healthy rehabilitation is removing stress from one’s life. Unfortunately, when dealing with an
illness or injury, stress is a natural outcome, says Rick Dickson. “Stress is
detrimental to health and well-being,” he says. Exercise and movement is an
antidote, however. “There is a direct correlation between movement and
stress,” adds Dickson.
Bill Cioffredi finds stress plays a big role, not only with physical problems
occurring, but also with rehabbing from injury or illness. “A healthy mental
well-being,” says Cioffredi, is fundamental factor in health, and recovery.
A good understanding on the part of the client about the condition they are
dealing with, and ways to help, is another important factor. “Education is key,”
says Chris Poljacik. Ben Dearman agrees. “One needs a good understanding of
the human body.”
Whether adopting a new movement and exercise routine, changing your
eating regimen, or incorporating relaxation techniques such as yoga or
meditation, the ultimate success of these relies on a change of lifestyle. That is
dependent on a person adopting these changes into all aspects of their life. “You
have to do these things on your own,” says Ben Dearman. Rick Dickson agrees
that the key to long- term success in rehabilitation involves a lifestyle change.
Regular attendance at a gym or fitness center does provide inspiration, Dickson
says, but he adds one does “need to incorporate (these changes) into daily life.”
Clients find these healthy lifestyle changes can make unexpected changes in
their lives, too. Dickson says he is familiar with several people who undertook
an exercise and cardio program, the results of which included a tapering off, and
some cases elimination of various prescription medications previously needed.
Ben Dearman faced a very difficult health issue, which forced him to take a
life-affirming look at what he needed to work his way back to health. “I know
what it’s like to face adversity,” he says. Working to recover from his challenge
gives Dearman a new outlook on what it takes to succeed. One of these
attributes is perseverance; “No tolerance for excuses,” Dearman says.
Adversity is something we will all face at some point, often from illness or
injury. “Anybody’s life can change at any point,” Dearman says. Having the
desire to seek out the knowledge, and to adopt changes to take on these
challenges, is a crucial factor in success. n
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150+ Hands-On Exhibits
Daily Science Activities
Miles of Nature Trails
Animals and Aquariums
David Goudy Science Park
WWW.MONTSHIRE.ORG \\ 802.649.2200

Opens September 15
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Restoring

Pain-Free Movement
to our Community

Witherell Recreation Center
Pool/Fitness Center
1 Taylor Street, Lebanon

www.joinccba.org

603.448.6477

Lap, Family, and Open Swim Times • Group Fitness and Indoor Cycling
Comprehensive Free Weight, Circuit Training, and Cardio Rooms
New! Functional Fitness Studio • D2S: Drop 2 Size Program
American Red Cross Swim Lessons • Birthday Party Packages
Licensed Preschool for Ages 2 through Pre-K
Childcare Included with Family Membership • And Much More
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Don’t Know What You’ve Got ‘til It’s
Gone?
a tripod and going out for coffee until the meeting
The business model of this remarkable organiis done. Videographers use multiple cameras so
zation
is unusual – and endangered. For years
they can cover speakers from the audience as well
public
access
TV has been supported by fees that
as board members. After the meeting, the
cable
companies
have paid for using the ‘public
recording is put through a digital compression
good’
of
the
cable
network. But as more and
process to make it more compact. CATV uploads
more
users
‘cut
the
cord’
of cable service, CATV
the recording to the internet as quickly as
is
seeing
its
supply
stream
start to suffer a drought.
possible, knowing that minute-takers and
Comcast
pays
a
franchise
fee to Lebanon. The
reporters use them to check facts. “The videos
city
passes
this
fee
on
to
CATV,
with the result
provide a record of who said what when,” says
that
there
is
now
new
equipment
installed
in the
Donna. CATV makes available selectboard and
city
meeting
rooms.
Better
equipment
means
school board meetings, concerts and other
easier viewing for those who want to stay
informational and entertainment programming.
up-to-date on city affairs.
More and more people expect to find their
Donna is highly resistant to charging users for
information on screens; CATV translates events
the
classes and equipment CATV provides,
to a screen medium, making further screen uses
seeing such fees as barriers to parts of the
possible.
community. “People take us for granted,” says
CATV provides technology for today’s world.
Donna, but it’s important because filming local
Quechee’s Gesine Prado, self-taught baker of
government meetings compels ethical
elaborate cakes and other goodies, has used
government. It’s the bedrock of free speech.”
CATV’s studios to perfect voiceovers for her
There are 25 local access TV stations in
“Baked in Vermont” show. “CATV is an
Vermont.
They pay into a network and share
invaluable community resource,” she says
their
best
and
most general interest shows.
enthusiastically. “Donna, Chico, and the entire
One Producer Says It All
CATV team are helpful, friendly, and foster an
Lebanon resident Barbara Krinitz has worked
unfettered creative environment.” Anyone who’s
for many years, in many ways, for CATV. Here’s
seen one of her elaborate, impressive cakes knows
her story, which epitomizes how CATV weaves
that she’s an expert on unfettered creativity!
community.
CATV teaches. They give away training and
“I moved up to the Upper Valley 7 years ago.
air time to anyone who asks–for free. Many
One day, I was walking through the TipTop
people end up making little or no use of the
Building and passed CATV. They had a sign
training, but some people catch the bug and Barbara Krinitz of Lebanon is a CATV volunteer producer
outside saying that if you had an idea for a TV
produce shows about local events, history,
show, CATV would help you produce it. I walked in, said I didn’t have an idea
entertainment, and issues relevant to the Upper Valley community.
for a TV show, but would like to learn how to use the equipment and maybe I
CATV builds an independent filmmaking community. It trains videographers
could help someone else. They did indeed teach me how to use their camera
with classes and summer camps for middle schoolers and up. Graduates of camps
and editing equipment, and then told me to look in the Valley News calendar,
become counselors for new participants. Filmmakers enter the film competitions
find something that interested me, and go out and film it. I chose ‘Machine
or “slams” that CATV runs twice a year, open to middle schoolers, high schoolers,
Madness’ at the Montshire Museum, which became the first program I filmed
and adults. These are competitions to produce a short video within a time limit.
and edited for CATV.
The slams typically require the use of a certain prop or phrase. CATV provides
“So that’s how I became a volunteer producer. Since then, I have produced
free one-on-one training to shore up audio and video production skills, and lends
many programs for CATV. I have my own music program and my own local
equipment. The slams reward creativity, technical skills, and working well with
history program, and I also film some community events. I feel that CATV has
a team. Seeing other teams’ films at the end of the slam can be humbling, but is
brought me closer to the community in which I live, and brought the
always inspiring and broadening. CATV also offers high school internships and
community closer to me.” n
a club that introduces media professions to middle and high school girls.
COMMUNITY ACCESS TELEVISION – continued from page 1
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Not Your Average Centenarian
Gordon Stone’s Remarkable Life

I

Dave Nelson

have been very fortunate over the years as a
journalist to have the opportunity to interview
many, many interesting people; the famous, near
famous and just plain remarkable individuals. Place
West Lebanon resident Gordon Stone in that last
category, only add truly remarkable!
On June 21, 2018 Gordon celebrated his 100th
birthday at his residence at the Quail Hollow Senior
Living Community. He was born June 21, 1918 in
Barre, Vermont. The fact that Gordon lives at Quail
Hollow should give you a hint about how capable
he remains to this day. You see, Quail Hollow is for
senior citizens that are able to live independently.
No nursing home for this gentleman and, once you
meet him, you will fully understand how remarkable
a person he has become. At 100 years of age,
Gordon remains completely independent.
He is always on the move, but I finally caught up
with him to request an interview for this feature story.
His response was typical. He gave me a point blank stare
that would stop you in your tracks!
“Why me?” he snorted. “What have I done? All I’ve
done is live my life. Haven’t accomplished any great feats!”
I fully respected his statement, but was quick to point
out that reaching a healthy 100th birthday was
something truly newsworthy and everyone would love to
hear his life story. He continued to give me that look
before answering.
“Well, I suppose so.” he said with a slight smile. “You know a lot of people
have asked me already how do you get to be 100. I tell them I have no idea!”
Gordon then paused in the conversation and added further explanation.
“Well actually, the correct answer is that back on December 8, 2008 I had heart
surgery at Dartmouth Hitchcock Memorial Hospital. (I still call it Mary Hitchcock
Hospital). The truth is without that I may not have made it to this stage.”
Before we ended our conversation, Gordon reluctantly agreed to the
interview, but he set firm conditions. He wanted to read some of the feature

stories I had written and then he would highlight
what he considered his most memorable moments of
the last 100 years. I fully agreed, so here they are in
his own words.
“I received 10 years of education. I went to a
one-room schoolhouse in East Orange, Vermont
with one teacher for all grades. It was heated in the
winter by a wood stove. Yes, I walked to school
every day!
What I recall most as I look back is the 1927 flood
in Vermont and the 1938 hurricane. I remember
when prohibition ended. I think it was in 1933 they
came out with 3.2 beer and sold it in Quechee,
Vermont. The Depression was at its height in the
1930s and I had to go to work on a farm to make ends
meet. I moved to West Lebanon in 1940. To this day,
my heart remains in West Lebanon. Still here!
I went to work for a Lebanon company called Fro-Joy
Ice Cream. That became a famous brand endorsed by
Rudy Vallee and Babe Ruth. In April of 1941 I was
drafted into the Army eight months before Pearl Harbor.
I remember sitting and listening to the Day of Infamy
Speech by Franklin D. Roosevelt. I came home from the
Army in 1944 and returned to the ice cream company
that was now Sealtest Ice Cream. Later I went to work
in the grocery business at Cross Abbott in White River
and retired in May 1984.
I have been a member of both the Masons and The
American Legion for over 70 years and I am one of two
original residents at Quail Hollow which was built in August of 1999.”
I want readers of this article to remember that I have honored Gordon’s
request for this format out of pure respect and awe. As a writer, I would have
gone into far more detail, but Gordon avoids heaping attention on himself. He
did however, point out that he never married, did not smoke or consume
alcohol. He added those facts with a wide grin!!
I will close with a quote about aging that fits Gordon quite well.
“If things get better with age, then you are approaching magnificent.” n

Discuss your options with someone who has worked for
four decades in retirement communities
and can help you navigate a confusing system.

Timothy Martin
Quechee, Vermont

www.rloptions.org
603-393-2431
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A RO UN D TO WN
Local Produce at Lower Cost for SNAP Recipients
hat is the best way to address hunger in the Upper Valley? Well,
there might not be a single ‘best’ way, but the fight against food
insecurity is getting a big boost with the launch of the national
healthy food incentive program Double Up Food Bucks at the Co-op
Food Stores of Hanover, Lebanon, and White River Junction.
Double Up provides low-income Americans who receive Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) benefits with a one-to-one match
to purchase healthy, locally grown fruits and vegetables.
Customers receive a 50%
discount off fresh produce
purchased with SNAP
benefits. Local food sourcing
at the stores of the Co-op
ranks high in New England
due to the cooperative’s
broad collaboration with
area farmers. Those
connections with growers
make the rollout of Double
Up Bucks at the Co-op
particularly welcome for
recipients and program
organizers alike.
The wins are three-fold: families bring home greater quantities of
healthful food, local farmers gain new customers, and additional food
dollars stay in the local economy. Each has ripple effects across the
community.
“The Vermont Foodbank knows that a big barrier for many shoppers
getting enough fresh produce is cost,” said John Sayles, CEO of the
Foodbank. “Giving people with lower incomes the ability to stretch food
budgets while eating local using Double Up Food Bucks keeps both our
neighbors and farms healthy.”
For the Co-op’s Member Education Manager Emily Rogers, the launch
of the Double Up Food Bucks program is also boosting the Co-op’s Food for
All access program which was launched in 2015 and discounts all
SNAP-eligible purchases by an extra 10 percent. Rogers said, “Enrollment
in Food for All has shown a nice uptick among shoppers coming in for
Double Up Bucks. The more people we help, the better.”
Double Up New Hampshire is supported by a coalition of funders
including Harvard Pilgrim Health Care Foundation, HNH Foundation,
New Hampshire Charitable Foundation, The Samuel P. Pardoe Foundation,
as well as “You Have Our Trust” Fund of the New Hampshire Charitable
Foundation. In partnership with Fair Food Network, key partners include
New Hampshire Food Bank, which will be conducting store tours through
its Cooking Matters program, and UNH Cooperative Extension, whose
network of educators will help raise awareness among SNAP recipients.
Double Up runs June 1 through Dec. 31. It will return with the beginning
of the spring harvest in 2019. n
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Licensed in VT and NH,
we serve buyers and
sellers, promote and
protect their interests,
and have a particular
affinity for extraordinary
and environmentally
friendly properties,
be they residential,
commercial, land, farm,
estate, or special interest.
Big Green Real Estate
look forward to assisting
you with all your Upper
Valley real estate needs!

WILLIAM “STAR” JOHNSON, BROKER
WWW.BIGGREENRE.COM
TEL. (603) 643 3942
15 BUCK ROAD, HANOVER, NH 03755
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Meet the New Easy Riders
Dave Nelson

Lebanon Police Department Adds a Motorcycle
K Lebanon residents, while you are out there cruising the highways and
byways of our region, you may get the opportunity to meet the Lebanon
Police Department’s version of easy riders.
A shining new Harley Davidson motorcycle has been added to the Lebanon
Police Department’s fleet of law enforcement vehicles. The two officers selected
to handle the pleasant assignment are Corporal Adam Leland and Officer Zach
Lawrence and both have been longtime motorcycle enthusiasts. Corporal
Lawrence explained how it all came to be the latest addition in Lebanon.
“I have been riding motorcycles for years and thought about having a
motorcycle here in Lebanon,” Adam explained. “So I went out and gathered all
the information, price quotes and so forth and then presented the proposal to
Chief Richard Mello. I found out that Chief Mello had once served as a Motorcycle
Patrolman during the early part of his career. The proposal was accepted and now
we have a new Harley Davidson to patrol with here in Lebanon.”
Officer Zach Lawrence echoed Adam’s enthusiasm and the motorcycle force
grew to two very eager officers. “I had been riding motorcycles since around
2011 and when I heard about the proposal, I volunteered. I was accepted, but
had to go through a very demanding certification process before I could go on
patrol. For me, being one of the motorcycle officers is very enjoyable and at

O

times just plain fun, especially during these nice summer days. It is also a very
great way to meet and greet people around Lebanon. I have gotten a lot of
thumbs up signs and smiles as I cruise by.”
Adam also thoroughly enjoys the new assignment and is quick to point out
all the advantages of being on two wheels in an area laden with heavy traffic
on a daily basis. “There are many advantages to riding a motorcycle,” Adam
stated. “Primarily, when it comes to maneuverability, it is so much easier to
make your way through traffic. A classic example happened just recently when
we had a very bad accident to investigate and I could get to it much quicker as
opposed to a police cruiser. Also, in enforcing traffic laws, the motorcycle has
a lot lower profile than a cruiser.”
Enforcing New Hampshire’s law against using hand-held electronic devices
while driving will be one important focus that Adam declared would be utilized
while on motorcycle patrol.
“I have found that riding the motorcycle will be a factor in those situations.
I can ride right up beside vehicles without the driver even knowing I am there.
Often when they are texting, for example, they are looking down and that gives
me an advantage.”
Both officers agree that the new addition will play a major role in keeping
Lebanon safe as long as the weather cooperates.
“I don’t think it would be very effective in February,” Adam chuckled.
“Weather will dictate how long we remain on patrol.” n

all into
FAutumn

Enjoy cool-weathered walks along Lake Pinneo and the
Ottauquechee River, a round of golf on one of our
two championship courses, or a friendly platform tennis
match. At the end of the day, join us for dinner in
Davidson’s featuring housemade and local farm fare.
Learn more online at QuecheeClub.com

A Four Season Recreational Community
3268 Quechee Main Street, Quechee V T
QuecheeClub.com • (802) 295-9356
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603.448.1642 • info@uvmusic.org
8 South Park Street, Lebanon, NH
www.uvmusic.org

Lebanon resident Bill Coons is in
his 12th season as the artistic director
and founder of Shaker Bridge Theatre

2018-2019 SEASON
Outside Mullingar
by John Patrick Shanley

Oct 11-28, 2018

Over the Tavern
by Tom Dudzick

Dec 6-23

Register Now
for Fall!

Dry Powder

by Sarah Burgess

Feb 7-24, 2019
The Taming

Group classes & ensembles

by Laura Gunderson

Mar 28 – Apr 14, 2019

for all ages and experience levels

Women in Jeopardy

Individual lessons

by Wendy MacLeod

Fiddle, percussion, piano, guitar, voice,
recorder, saxophone & more

May 2-19, 2019

Show times:
Thur, Fri & Sat 7:30pm
Sunday matinee: 2:30pm

Music Together®

classes 7 days a week for ages 0-5

Suzuki program

Dedicated to discovering and creating provocative contemporary theatre

23 Main Street | En�ield, NH | 603.448.3750
www.shakerbridgetheatre.org

for violin, viola, cello, and flute, ages 3+

603.448.0400

LEBANONOPERAHOUSE.ORG
@LEBOPERAHOUSE
LEBANONOPERAHOUSE
@LEBANONOPERAHOUSE

ART CLASSES +
WORKSHOPS
FALL / WINTER 2018
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Country music superstar plays
her hits in an intimate acoustic
trio setting.
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COMING SOON
A2VT

FRI
9/28 Explosive Celtic music

PAT METHENY

SAT
11/10 Comedy and music

SAT
9/15 African hip hop
WED
9/26 Legendary jazz guitarist

CÒIG

LPT

SCU

THE LOGGER
SIGN UP AT AVAGALLERY.ORG P LEBANON, NH

